KLUDI BALANCE
Complete harmony

520260575
single lever basin mixer DN 10

KLUDI
BALANCE
Complete harmony
KLUDI BALANCE radiates soothing
calm. Crisp lines are combined with
gentle curves in a timeless design, which
is the perfect match for discriminating
bathroom concepts. The lever seems to
float above the mixer body. Fitting like a
glove on the hand with its beautiful lines,
it regulates the flow of water precisely.

KLUDI BALANCE

520260575
single lever
basin mixer DN 10

Award-winning design
and functions
The single-lever basin mixer from the KLUDI BALANCE range was awarded
the renowned iF product design award in 2012 for the harmonious interplay
of naturalness and functionality. It impressed with its timeless design.
The electronic basin mixer with sensor technology was given the
Plus X Award for high quality, design and ease of operation. Just hold your
hand in the sensor zone, which is clearly marked, and the water will start
running immediately – hygienic and clean, as there is need to actually touch
the mixer. When you move your hands away, the water will stop running
immediately. This saves water and energy.
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KLUDI BALANCE
524450575
single lever bath- and
shower mixer DN 15

Superior quality design and
an appearance with
sophisticated details
The plane, highly polished surfaces of the mixer body are produced in a
complex process. The diverter for the shower function has been integrated.
It is easy to grasp by the crosspiece even with wet hands. The mixer body
cleverly conceals the escutcheons – superior quality design and an appearance with sophisticated details.
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KLUDI BALANCE
524470575
single lever bath- and
shower mixer DN 15

525900575
single lever bath- and
shower mixer DN 15

KLUDI BALANCE makes
convenience tangible
The free-standing bath- and shower single lever mixer for deck mounting
has been designed for free-standing baths. Its beautiful form and the
modern technology make it a real eye-catcher in high-standard bathroom
interiors. One special feature of the three-hole, rim-mounted bath mixer is
the retractable handset.
Use the KLUDI s-pointer so that bathwater runs almost silently into the bath.
Simply tapping it with your finger allows you to adjust the angle of the
stream of water as you like. The water flows elegantly over the rim instead
of gushing loudly into the bath. So you can have a relaxing bath even late
at night.
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KLUDI BALANCE

522450575
concealed two hole
wall mounted basin mixer
10

KLUDI BALANCE
basin

bath

520230575
single lever basin mixer DN 10
520260575
Without pop-up waste set*

522960575
single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 212 mm

522980575
single lever washbowl mixer DN 10
spout height lower edge = 272 mm

5210005
electronic controlled basin
mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
battery-powered
5220005
with mains plug*

New

526570575
concealed bath and shower single
lever mixer
protected against back flow

524470575
bath-and shower mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm

shower

5210205
electronic controlled basin
mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
for use with displacement heaters
battery-powered
5220205
with mains plug*

5210505
electronic controlled basin
mixer DN 10
with sensor technology
without mixing shaft
battery-powered
5220505
with mains plug*

522440575
concealed two hole wall
mounted basin mixer
projection 180 mm
for pre-installation set 38243

Bidet

bath

522450575
concealed two hole wall
mounted basin mixer
projection 220 mm
for pre-installation set 38243

527100575
shower single lever mixer DN 15

526550575
concealed single lever shower
mixer
88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

528350575
concealed thermostatic shower
mixer
88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

352500575
thermostatic shower mixer DN 15

5205005-00
shower hook

5206105-00
wall supply DN 15
protected against back flow

New

1042405-00
PUSH-OPEN waste
lockable plug

522160575
bidet single lever mixer DN 10

524450575
single lever bath- and
shower mixer DN 15

5250505
bath filler DN 20

526500575
concealed bath and shower
single lever mixer
88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

528300575
concealed thermostatic
bath/ shower mixer
88011
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

525900575
single lever bath- and
shower mixer DN 15
88088
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

522960575
single lever washbowl
mixer DN 10
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Low pressure

Sensor

Battery operation

HotStop

Eco

s-Pointer

*No illustration
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